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MAUS Xtin Klein is an innovatiive PGA fire extinguisher. The MAUS Xtin 
series are approved and certified by RINA, BAM and have a CE mark.

MSB (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency) and equivivalent agencies 
in Finland (Tukes) and Norway (DSV) have examined the product and 
together we have produced the correct labeling and information in 
accordance with the EU directive for labeling of pyrotechnic units.

The potassium mix extinguishes all types of smaller fires in the initial stage. 

The unit is certified to extinguish fires in classes 8BC, but can also handle 

smaller fires in classes A, Electricity and F. With the new performance, 

it can handle fires in 13 BC. This has not yet been documented at RINA, 

but has been tested and filmed internally and have passed those tests.

MAUS Xtin Klein should be a complement to approved EN3-7 approved fire 
extinguishers where there are such requirements, rules or laws.

Application Areas: Car, boat, caravan, motorhome, travel, house, summer 
cottage, kitchen, lab, school, server room, office, workshop, agricultural 
machinery, company cars, fast food, industrial premises, nightclub, stage, 
etc.

Occupational Groups: Caretaker, traveling salesmen, electricians, security 
guards, police, military, forestry, agriculture, IT, chefs, musicians, etc.

SPECIFIKATIONER

MAUS Xtin Klein PGA Fire Extinguisher

Article no. 1001-1

EAN / Barcode 7350015530010

Dimensions  L: 242 mm, Ø: 53 mm

Weight 480 gram

Operational temperature -20°C till +55°C 

Fire Clases (according to certificates) 8BC

Extinguishing agent Potassium mix

Exhaust time 9 seconds

Exhaust length 3 meters

Packaing Cardboard

Units innerbox / outerbox 8 / 32

Lifespan 6 years from production date

Warranty 5 years

WINNER OF
THE INNOVATION 
AWARDS 
2021

Well known users of MAUS Xtin Klein
- Police Sweden
- Ambulance Sweden
- National Bombsquad Sweden 
- PostNord (government owned postal service Sweden)
- Stora Enso, Swedish Match etc.
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MAUS™ is a registered trademark owned by Falkenheim Invest AB.  Since 2015 MAUS have equipped the Swedish Police, the government owned postal service PostNord, Sandvik, Anticimex, 
corporate cars from Audi, VW, Volvo and Skoda with their products and innovative technology. Falkenheim Invest AB headquarter is based in Lidköping, Sweden. 


